ABSTRACT OBJECTIVES This study used high-resolution 3-dimensional cardiac magnetic resonance to define the anatomical and functional left ventricular (LV) properties associated with increasing systolic blood pressure (SBP) in a drug-naïve cohort.
established by the time therapy has been initiated (2) (3) (4) , and are independent determinants of all-cause mortality (5-7). It remains uncertain what determines the onset and pattern of left ventricular (LV) remodeling, but the duration and severity of elevated blood pressure (BP), as well as genetic, metabolic, and environmental factors are all likely to be important (8) .
Although LV remodeling is known to begin at below-hypertensive levels, there is little data on how untreated healthy subjects adapt to rising BP, at what stage adverse LV changes are initiated and what mechanical factors drive hypertrophy (9, 10) .
Our knowledge of the natural history of hypertensive heart disease in human populations has been developed from volume and mass measurements derived using conventional 2-dimensional (2D) echocardiography and cardiac magnetic resonance (CMR).
Conventional classifications of hypertrophy and remodeling using LV mass/volume ratio rely on strong geometric assumptions about the anatomic uniformity of phenotypic adaptations (11) . Three-dimensional (3D) CMR is a novel technique that has advantages over conventional phenotyping as it enables quantitative whole-heart assessment of cardiac physiology and noninvasive modeling of the predictors of LV morphology, function, and wall stress (WS) (12) . In this study, we used 3D-CMR to define the relationship between systolic blood pressure (SBP) and regionspecific LV adaptations in a population of healthy adults not taking antihypertensive medications.
METHODS
STUDY POPULATION. In this study, 1,258 adult volunteers (680 women, age range 18 to 80 years, mean age 40.6 AE 12.8 years) were recruited prospectively via advertisement for the UK Digital Heart Project at Imperial College London. We excluded participants who had known cardiovascular or metabolic disease.
Subjects taking prescription medicines were excluded but simple analgesics, antihistamines, and oral contraceptives were acceptable. Female subjects were excluded if they were pregnant or breastfeeding.
Standard safety contraindications to magnetic resonance imaging were applied including a weight limit of 120 kg. All subjects provided written informed consent for participation in the study, which was approved by a research ethics committee. College London, United Kingdom) (13) .
QUANTIFICATION OF LEFT VENTRICULAR MASS
AND VOLUME. Volumetric analysis of 2D LV cine images was performed using CMRtools (Cardiovascular Imaging Solutions, London, United Kingdom).
Cardiac volumes and mass were indexed to body surface area.
THREE-DIMENSIONAL ASSESSMENT OF VENTRICULAR
STRUCTURE AND FUNCTION. Briefly, the heart was segmented from the 3D images using previous knowledge of cardiac anatomy from a set of manually annotated atlases ( Figure 1 mm Hg) as shown in Figure 2 . A summary of subject High spatial resolution imaging data is used to build a statistical model of how systolic blood pressure (SBP) influences the left ventricular (LV) phenotype. This paradigm allows the adaptations of whole heart structure and function in response to a stimulus to be explored.
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N O V E M B E R 2 0 1 5 : 1 2 6 0 -9 characteristics split by these SBP thresholds is shown in Table 1 . These data are presented for the whole cohort and separately for men and women in Online Table 1 . A summary of the regression models using the conventional CMR data for the whole cohort is shown in Online Table 2 de Marvao et al. We observed that rising SBP is associated with a normalization of Laplacian WS in the septum where concentric hypertrophy is predominant. However, in the majority of the LV, the increase in WS with rising Abbreviations as in Figures 1 and 4. de Marvao et al. datasets provide an accurate patient-specific model of curvature and WT that does not rely on geometric assumptions; however, we assumed that material properties of the myocardium were uniform as we did not have data on mechanical characteristics or fiber orientations in this cohort. Therefore, the relationship between WS and hypertrophy is subject to unmeasured factors and should be interpreted cautiously.
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Although 3D imaging offers advantages for wholeheart phenotyping, the images also have lower signal-to-noise ratio and poorer temporal resolution compared with those seen with 2D imaging (12) . Effect sizes in healthy individuals were more modest compared with those in the hypertensive range of SBP.
We did not assess subjects for insulin resistance or subclinical diabetes, which is thought to influence the pattern of LV remodeling, although findings have been inconsistent (43) , nor did we account for the potential effects of smoking or alcohol consumption.
We controlled for racial group, but this study did not have sufficient power to explore ethnic differences in LV remodeling (44) . Each vertex in the 3D model was considered independently of its neighbors and cluster-based significance thresholding could be more sensitive for detecting extended areas of anatomical association.
CONCLUSIONS
The precursors of the hypertensive heart phenotype can be traced to healthy normotensive adults and a continuous relationship exists between adverse LV remodeling and SBP in a low-risk population. Rising SBP is associated with concentric hypertrophy of the septum and eccentric hypertrophy of the lateral wall.
These findings challenge the conventional understanding of compensated cardiac hypertrophy in pressure overload. 
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